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Abstract— We investigated theoretically the optical injection
influence on the dynamics of a quantum dot (QD) in a quantum
well (QDWELL) laser. The carrier dynamics is synchronized due
to the optical injection, and QDWELL laser manifests a high
performance at repetition frequencies up to 25GHz.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A novel type of quantum dot (QD) laser with the-dotin-a-well (DWELL) structure based on InAs QDs grown in
the strained InGaAs quantum well (QW) characterized by an
extremely low threshold current density of 42.6A · cm−2 and
a lasing wavelength near 1.3µm has been recently proposed
[1]. However, the QDWELL laser modulation bandwidth of
7GHz is limited by the relaxation oscillation (RO) frequency.
In order to improve the performance of directly modulated
semiconductor lasers, the optical injection locking (OIL) of
semiconductor lasers can be used providing a single-mode
regime with side-mode suppression, strongly enhanced RO
frequency, enhanced bandwidth, reduced nonlinearity, reduced
relative intensity noise (RIN), reduced chirp, increased link
gain, and near-single-sideband modulation [2]. The complicated dynamics of optically injected QDWELL lasers has been
investigated both theoretically and experimentally using the
Lüdge-Schöll (LS) model [3], [4]. We have shown that due to
the optical injection, the electron and hole dynamics in QW
and QDs is synchronized, and consequently, the QDWELL
laser demonstrates a high performance in the large signal
regime for the moderate bias current level at the repetition
frequencies up to 25GHz.
II. T HEORETICAL M ODEL OF AN O PTICALLY I NJECTED
QDWELL L ASER
The LS rate equation system for the optically injected
QDWELL laser with two-level QDs has the form [3].
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where A is the in-plane area of the QW. ρe,h are the electron
and hole occupation probabilities in the confined QD levels,
respectively; we,h , are the electron and hole densities in the
QW. The laser frequency ν and the injected 
light frequency
Tinj ninj /n0ph
ν inj are very close: ν inj /v ≈ 1; K =
is the injection strength, Tinj is the transmission coefficient
of the cavity mirror; ninj is the injected photon density in
the active region of the QD laser; n0ph is the steady-state
photon density without injection (K = 0). The input detuning
∆ν inj = ν inj − ν L ; ZaQD = aL ANaQD is the number of
active QDs inside the waveguide, aL is the number of self=
organized QD layers; 2κ are the optical intensity losses.
W


√
|µ|2 ω L T2 / (ε0 εbg V w ) and W = |µ|2 εbg ω 3L / 3πε0 c3
are the Einstein coefficients for the coherent interaction and for
spontaneous emission resulting from the incoherent interaction
of the QD with all resonator modes [3], µ is the associated
dipole moment of the optical transition, T2 is the lifetime
of the microscopic polarization; /T2 is width of the optical
transition; V w = Ahw is the volume of the optical waveguide;
ε0 is the free space permittivity. The linear gain coefficient for
ZaQD , β is the
the induced emission and absorption g = 2W
spontaneous emission factor. The spontaneous emission rates
in QDs and QW are, respectively, Rsp (ρe , ρh ) = W ρe ρh ,
Rsp = B S we wh [3]; NaQD is the density per unit area of the
active QDs of lasing subgroup, N QD is the density per unit
√
area of all QDs, τ in = 2L εbg /c is the time for one round trip
of the light in the cavity of length L; εbg is the static relative
permittivity of the background medium, c is the speed of light
in vacuum, L is the cavity length; j is the injection current
density, e0 is the elementary charge, B S is the band-band
recombination coefficient; α is the linewidth enhancement
factor (LEF). Seout , Shout , Sein , Shin are the scattering rates
of electrons and holes for scattering in and out of QDs. Their
explicit expressions and numerical values of the coefficients
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Fig. 1. QD and QW carrier switching dynamics without detuning, the high
level of optical pumping Popt  1mW , and the bias cuurent density j =
3jth

Fig. 3. The large signal QD nh /N QD = ρh and QW wh hole dynamics
and the output photon density nph for the high level of optical injection power
Popt  1mW

Fig. 2. The large signal QD ne /N QD = ρe and QW we electron dynamics
and the output photon density nph for the high level of optical injection power
Popt  1mW

Fig. 4. Eye diagram for the repetition rate of 25GHz, optical injection
power Popt  1mW , and large signal

can be found in [3]. The corresponding electron and hole
out
in
lifetimes τ e,h are given by: τ e,h = Se,h
+ Se,h

−1

[3].

III. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We solved numerically equations (1)-(4) for the the turnon dynamics and the large signal response of the optically
injected QDWELL laser using the typical values of QDWELL
laser parameters [3]. The simulation results are presented
in Figs. 1-4. It is seen from Fig. 1 that for the moderate
bias current density j = 3jth , without detuning and with the
injected optical power Popt ∼ 1mW the QD and QW carrier
pulses are synchronized. The numerical simulations show that
for larger bias current densities of (5 − 6) jth , the detuning of
1−5 GHz, and the injected optical power up to 3−4mW , the
switching in the turn-on regime is accompanied by the rapid
oscillations of the QDWELL laser output photon density which
corresponds to the experimental results [5].
The simulation results for the large signal response of the
optically injected QDWELL laser are shown in Figs.
 2 and

3. The electrical PRBS signal with a length of 213 − 1 ,
and the optical injection power Popt  1mW have been
used. Due to the optical injection, the output optical pulses
strictly follow the QW and QD synchronized electron and
hole density oscillations, unlike the case without the optical
injection where both the simulated and measured data for the
laser output differ significantly from the pump-current signal.
Under the optical injection, the radiative transition rates in
QDs are determined mainly by the optical injection power
and the frequency detuning between the master and the slave
lasers. In our case of the electrical PRBS input signal, due to
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the optical injection enhanced RO frequency, the eye diagram
manifests a good performance even at the repetition frequency
of 25GHz as it is seen in Fig. 4.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We investigated theoretically the optical injection influence
on the turn-on dynamics and the large signal response of
the electron and hole densities ne,h in QDs and we,h in
QW of the QDWELL laser, and on its output photon density
nph by solving numerically the LS rate equation system (1)(4). The optical injection results in a synchronized behavior
of electrons and holes in QDs and QW for both the turnon regime and the large signal response. As a result, the
QDWELL laser performance improves up to the repetition
frequency of 25GHz.
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